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Abstract. Multi-objective unit commitment (MOUC) considers
simultaneously both economic and environmental objectives, then finds the
best trade off with respect to these objectives. This paper proposes a novel
model for MOUC, and a decomposition coordination approach is presented
to solve the model. The MOUC model considers environmental objective
by introducing a novel penalty term, and it's a quantized term for
preference of environmental objective, which could be a basis for carbon
tax makers. The model is solved by a decomposition coordination
approach, which decomposes the whole system into subsystems and
performs an iterative process. During each iteration step, the tie-line is
updated based on the margin price in connected subsystems, then, each
subsystem is solved by Lagrangian relaxation (LR), and the result is
improved during iterations as shown in case studies. Besides, as LR does
not require uploading units' parameters, it protects the privacy of
generating companies. Numerical case studies considering different
scenarios, conducted using the proposed multi-objective model, are applied
to illustrate the robustness as well as the performance of the approach.

1 Introduction
Currently, a great number of scholars have conducted in-depth research on unit
commitment(UC) problem and have achieved great performance. UC is a mixed integer,
nonconvex, non-linear problem, and with the scale of the system grows, the computation
time increases exponentially. The objective of UC is to determine the optimal or near
optimal operating schedule of the power system in a feasible time, and the schedule must
minimize the operating and commitment cost of a giving forecasted system load,
considering the unit and system constraints as well as the tie-line limitation between any
pairs of regions.
In [1], a stochastic process is performed to update the multiplier by combining genetic
algorithm and LR. In [2], subgradient method is presented, but may suﬀer from infeasible
spinning reserve solution [1]. After 1995, some papers use heuristics method to solve UC
problem. Ma [3] ﬁrstly applied the genetic algorithm to UC, then, multiple modiﬁed
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versions of genetic algorithm were proposed, much of them focused on coding schemes. In
[4], a integer-coded genetic algorithm is used to achieve a reduction of chromosome size,
and the robustness and computation time are improved. Some papers focus on reducing the
dimensions by reducing the number of binary variables or decomposition of the problem.
Carrion [5] utilizes less binary variables to model intertemporal constraints, which reduces
the computation burden and improves the speed performance. In [4], the uncertainties of the
units and transmission lines is presented by a stochastic long-term UC, and the stochastic
process is decomposed to long-term subproblems which could be solved by a hybrid
method. Nowadays, researchers tend to use optimizers like GUROBI or CPLEX to deal
with mixed integer problems, which use branch and bound algorithm, and models based on
these optimizers have been proposed [6, 7, 8, 9].
For the above literature about UC, most of the research failed to consider the emission
or other environmental indicators, but the thermal cost only. However, researchers have
addressed that issue by search of the entire Pareto-optimal front, such as weighted sum, etc.
This article presents a novel model and a decomposition-coordination method for solving
MOUC problem, which takes environmental and economic indicators into consideration.
The whole system is decomposed to subsystems by their geographic region, and the
coordinator is the Lagrangian multiplier in subsystems which stands for the margin price.
The method performs an iterative process, and achieves a improved result in feasible time
considering the tie-line constraints.

2 Model
The MOUC proposed in this study is to optimize the economic and environmental
objectives, and there has been many techniques to deal with MOUC problem. The most
popular strategy is to modify the objective or constraints in order to ﬁnd the Pareto optimal
front, which is also known as non-dominated solutions, then performs a technique likes
Nash [10] to ﬁnd a single solution that satisﬁes the subjective preference of scheduling
decision-makers. The strategy above requires calculation of UC on the whole system for
multiple times, but could be solved in parallel. Though ﬁnding Pareto optimal front could
consume little time, the strategy usually conﬁrms the ﬁnal solution by observing the
percentage improvement of the two objectives, which could be highly subjective. In this
study, two objectives are considered. The ﬁrst objective is to minimize the overall
production cost over the scheduling horizon, which could be expressed as the sum of the
start-up cost and the fuel cost. The fuel cost function can be expressed as quadratic form,
the coeﬃcients for unit i are ai , bi , ci .

min F1 

 

t{1...T } i{1... N }

ui ,t ( ai pi2,t  bi pi ,t  ci )  ui ,t (1  ui ,t ) STi (1)

ui ,t is the binary variable corresponding to the status of unit i at time interval t. T is the
number of time intervals and N is the number of units. The generation of unit i at time
interval t is denoted as pi ,t , and the start up cost of unit i is denoted as STi . The second
objective is to minimize the emission, the emission function can be written in form of
quadratic function.
(2)
min F2 
ui ,t ( d i pi2,t  ei pi , t  f i )

 

t{1,...,T } i{1,..., N }

These objectives must be minimized over a set of constraints.
(i) System power balance
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(a) For any giving time intervals, the total power production must equal to the overall
loads.
(3)
Dt 
ui ,t pi ,t



i{1,..., N }

Dt is the load demand at time interval t.

(b) System reserve constraints During each time interval, suﬃcient spinning reserve
must be available.
(4)
ui ,t pi , max  Dt  Rt



i{1,..., N }

In our numerical examples. Rt is set to 0.05 times of Dt .

(ii) Unit constraints

ui ,t  1
Ti ,on  Ti ,up

Ti ,off  Ti , down
ui ,t  0
u  {0,1} otherwise
 i ,t

(5)

pi , min  pi ,t  pi , max ,  rampi  pi ,t  pi ,t 1  rampi , ui ,t  {0,1}

(6)

(iii) Tie-line constraint

( tie )
( tie )
 Pmax
 Pt ( tie )  Pmax

(7)

The whole system is separated to subsystems based on their geographical location, and
tie-line between subsystems should not be overloaded. The power flow of tie-line is defined
( tie )
as a sequence P
 { p1( tie ) , p2( tie ) ,  , pT( tie1) , pT( tie ) } , and the tie-line power flow in any
( tie )

time interval should not exceed Pmax .

Unlike traditional model, we propose a novel multi-objective model based on prespecified optimization direction. Considering reducing production cost and emission, giving
a preference  , the objective could be formed as following.
(8)
min F  F1  penalty ( )  F2 , 0    1

We regard F as MOUC cost. Note that the penalty is a function of  , and the
fundamental unit must be $/t, representing the unit penalty cost of emission. Hence, multiobjective problem could be reformed as single objective problem.  is a subjective
indicator that stands for the degree to which we attach importance to environmental
indicator.

min F   (1   ) F1   F2 ,

(9)
F1
F
, F2  2
F1min
F2 min
and F2min correspond to the single-objective problem solved by optimizing (1),

F1 
F1min

(2). F* is the degree of deterioration of the objective with respect to the F*min . Hence, 

stands for our emphasis on the emission. And the penalty function could be written as
following.

penalty ( ) 

 F1min
(1   ) F2 min

(10)
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The fundamental unit of F1min is $, while F2min is t, hence $/t is the fundamental unit
of

penalty ( ) , representing the penalty cost of unit emission. Further, giving the

subjective emphasis on the environmental indicator, the penalty ( ) could be a basis for
carbon tax makers.

3 Methodology
We propose a method by updating tie-line based on the margin price in connected
subsystems. The basic hypothesis is that for giving subsystems, in any time intervals, the
total MOUC cost would be decreased, if a little part of load is transferred from high margin
price subsystem to the other. Note that the margin price here is the MOUC cost of the next
kwh of energy. The optimal solution is obtained when the difference of margin price
between subsystems is zero. We illustrate the approach with two subsystems, and the
proposed methodology for MOUC is shown below.
Step1: Calculate penalty cost by (10), then formulate the original MOUC to singleobjective problem (8).
Step2: Initialize tie-line based on the total capability and local load in each subsystem.
Step3: Update virtual load in each subsystem based on tie-line.
Step4: Solve local UC problem in each subsystem by LR based on virtual load.
Step5: Update tie-line based on Lagrangian multipliers in subsystems calculated in
step4.
A
B
Step6: If | t  t |  in all time intervals or max iteration steps is met, then ends,
otherwise updates tie-line and returns to step3.

3.1 Initialize tie-line
A good initialization strategy of tie-line could lead to a improved result when performing
the following procedures. The initialization strategy follows three rules.
(i)
The tie-line constraint (7) should be met.
(ii)
Subsystems with low margin price generate more than they did.
(iii)
The total generation level in each subsystem depends on the total capability in
each subsystem.

Capability A GenerationA

Capability B GenerationB

(11)

The priority of these conditions is 1, 2, and 3.

3.2 Update virtual load
The virtual load in subsystem is not the real load in the subsystem, but virtual load with
consideration of the tie-line. The sum of virtual loads in each subsystems is still equal to the
sum of real loads. Firstly, we deﬁne the direction of tie-line. Then, we update the virtual
load based on the real local load and tie-line.
(12)
VLtA  DtA  pt( tie ) , VLBt  DtB  pt( tie )
*

VL*t is the virtual load in area * during time interval $t$, while Dt is the real load in area *

during time interval t. During the iteration process, we calculate the virtual load by (12), then, solve
local MOUC with consideration of constraints in Section 2. The load demand in (3) is modiﬁed to
virtual load.
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3.3 Calculate local MOUC
We apply LR to each local MOUC problems. The local MOUC problem is generated by the
giving tie-line as discussed above. LR decomposes the coupling problem into multiple N
independent subproblems, where N is the number of units. The original problem is
modified by introducing Lagrangian multiplier t with constraint (3) and t with
constraint (4). And the objective could take the new form.
min L  F    t ( Dt   ui ,t pi ,t )   t ( Dt  Rt 
t{1,...,T }

i{1,..., N }

t{1,...,T }



i{1,..., N }

ui ,t pi ,max )

(13)

By looking into the dual problem and interchange the order of the summation, the
original problem could be modiﬁed to a two layers problem. The lower layer solves N
independent subproblems corresponding to every single unit and the units’ parameters are
not necessary to be uploaded. These subproblems could be solved locally, which protects
the privacy of generating companies. The lower layer problems could be solved by dynamic
programing [11], and the solution is delivered to the upper layer problem. The upper layer
solves a linear optimization problem. Then, calculate the gap between the dual solution and
primal problem. If the gap exceeds a threshold, updates Lagrangian multilier and calculates
the lower layer problem, or LR is terminated. The Lagrangian multiplier has an economic
interpretation corresponding to the price of the next kwh of energy during each time
interval, which means marginal price at the time interval. Further, we use the interpretation
for the next steps.
3.4 Update tie-line
The tie-line is updated based on the hypothesis that for any time intervals, if a little part of
load is transferred from high margin price area to the other, the total MOUC cost in the
whole system could be decreased, and the amount of change signiﬁes the step size with
direction deﬁned by the diﬀerence between subsystems. Hence, the rules of updating tieline is summarized as follows.
(i)
For any giving time interval, the change of tie-line should decrease the total
MOUC cost in the whole system. As the Lagrangian multiplier has been gotten in previous
step, which stands for margin price [12], the subsystem with high margin price should
generate less power, and tie-line could be updated as follows.

P ( tie )  P ( tie )  P ( tie ) ,
P ( tie )  arg min  A ( P ( tie ) )T   B ( P ( tie ) )T
P ( tie )

(14)

s.t .  Step  P ( tie )  Step
Note that we have deﬁned the direction of tie-line in (12), the objective term in (14) can
guarantee to meet the load constraint in (3). Solving (14) is equivalent to the following
procedure.
P ( tie ) =P ( tie ) +direction  E  Step
(15)
direction  [ direction1 , direction2 ,  , directionT ], Step =[ Step1 , Step2 ,..., StepT ]
E is unit matrix with T columns, and direction is determined by the difference between
margin price of the two subsystems.

1 , x  0
directiont  I (tB  tA ), I ( x )  
0 , x  0
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Giving the direction, Step must be chosen to update the tie-line. Step could

neither be too big nor too small. A big Step may cause the total MOUC cost increased,
because the direction is a decent direction only if the Step is not too big in any time
interval. Further, a small Step may lead to the total MOUC cost to be almost invariant.
Here, Step is chosen empirically, based on the following rules.
(a) The Step would be big, if the diﬀerence of margin price between the two
subsystems is signiﬁcant.
(b) The Step shall not only meet the tie-line constraint, but also ensure that it does not
exceed a certain percentage of the local load of the two subsystems to which tie-line is
connected.
(17)
0  Stept  min( Pmax ( tie ) ,   min( DtA , DtB ))

 represents the percentage of load allowed to be changed. Hence, the algorithm of
choosing the Step could be stated as follows.

3.5 Stop criterion
The basic criterion is stated in step 6. As the derivative function of (8) is a linear function,
and most of the time, the derivative function is positive number if p is positive or

p  pmin . The derivative function of (8) could be written as follows.
d 2F
(18)
 2u ( a  penalty  d )  0
dp 2
When p is increased, margin price could also be increased. Hence, as subsystem with
high margin price generate less as stated in previous section, the margin price in both
subsystems could be closed with each other as the iteration process moving on.
If the difference of margin price in both subsystems is lower than threshold $\theta$ or
max iteration steps is met, the process is terminated.

4 Numerical examples
The algorithm was coded in JAVA, and have been performed on a server with double Intel
Xeon E5-2697 processors and 256GB of RAM under Linux operating system.
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A 46 units case is applied to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, which
contains two subsystems. The subsystem A has 10 units while B has 36. The characteristics
of units are referenced from [13, 14]. The algorithm is compared with the operating
approach in Nordic countries (ANC) [15].
We consider emission and economy as of equal importance, hence the preference ν is
set to 0.5. And the δ in (18) is set to 0.25. The penalty term calculated with ν is 47.88$/t,
which had been edited to (8) to form the new objective.
The tie-line obtained during iterations are shown in Fig.1. As the iteration process
moving on, tie-line is updated according to the diﬀerence of margin price between
subsystems. As a result, the diﬀerence of margin price between subsystems are decreased as
shown in Fig.2, which is represented as the area between curves. Note that change of tieline in any time interval will make a diﬀerence in margin price at the whole 24-h
horizon.

Fig. 1. Tie-line during iteration process.

Fig. 2. Margin price during iteration process.

The result is presented in Table 1. Although the MOUC cost is increased in iteration 4,
the overall trend is decreasing, and the ﬁnal MOUC cost is lower than that obtained from
ANC.
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Table 1. MOUC cost.
result($)
result($)

Iteration 1
3611406.85
Iteration 4
3106927.73

Iteration 2
3326772.53
Iteration 5
2929619.11

Iteration 3
2939905.71
ANC
3034115.20

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel MOUC model and a decomposition coordination method to
solve it considering tie-line constraint, in order to minimize the production cost and
emission. Giving the subjective preference for emission reduction, a penalty is calculated
and the multi-objective problem could be revised to single objective. Besides, the penalty
could be a basis for carbon tax makers. Then, we calculate the revised problem by an
iteration process. During the iteration process, the margin price in connected subsystems is
regarded as the coordinator to update tie-line, and we realize exact step control by
considering the margin price, total load, etc. Each subsystem is solved separately and
locally by LR. Test cases indicate that our method could obtain a improved result than
ANC. Besides, solving local MOUC problem by LR avoids the need for uploading
units‘ parameters, which protects the data privacy of generating companies. For any giving
two subsystems, if subsystem with high margin price generate less while the other generate
more, the total cost would be decreased. However, the step size is chosen by a subjective
approach, and we have not found the optimal step. Further, we could apply neural networks
to ﬁnd the underlying relationship among units, load, tie-line as well as step size in the
future.
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